
MIGRATION OF A PRIMITIVE SAILING CRAFT
AND ITS NAME.

BY WILFRED H. SCHOFF.

ONE of the earliest forms of sailing craft in use from prehistoric

times in all parts of the Indian Ocean, is a floating raft consist-

ing generally of two long logs with rising side pieces pinned or

more often sewed to the log, wide enough to admit the person of a

single rower ; two such log canoes being fastened together by a

planked flooring laid transversely and supporting a deck structure

and rigging. Such craft appear in the earliest known records of

traffic in Asiatic waters. The author of the Pcriphis of the Eryfhrccaii

Sea writing about 60 A. D., mentions them in the ports of southern

India and calls them "large vessels made of single logs bound to-

gether called soin^aro." This seems to be the Greek transliteration

for the Sanscrit sanighddaiii meaning raft.

Dr. Taylor in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for

January, 1847, notes that the name jangar is still used on the Mala-

bar coast for these double canoes with superstructures. Bishop

Caldwell gives the name as chanigJiddain in the Malayalam dialect,

and jangdla in Tulu, while Heeren doubted whether the word were

indigenous to India and ascribed it to a Malay original. This is

indeed quite possible, as the type itself is Malay and is found

throughout the Archipelago.

An interesting fact is the existence of similar craft on the coast

of modern Brazil and bearing the name jangdra. It is perhaps not

necessary to assume that the Brazilians were entirely dependent

upon India for the craft itself. Primitive man might be expected to

discover in many parts of the world that two logs transversely fas-

tened would float a considerable weight, but the identity of name
occurring in connection with the identity of type is a striking fact.

It may be ascribed doubtless to the fact of simultaneous coloni-

zation by the Portuguese in India and Brazil. It is well known that
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the Portuguese ships bound to India after the accidental discovery

of Brazil bv-Cabral, frequently called on that coast on their outbound

voyage and that administrative officers were transferred from India

to Brazil and 7'icc 7'crsa in the ordinary course of promotion. Simi-

larly the rank and file of the Portuguese soldiery were so trans-

ferred, and it would be a perfectly natural thing for a word found

THE SANGARA IN CEYLON.

in India to migrate to the newly discovered coast of Brazil, or for a

certain type of craft which the Portuguese found useful in riding the

rough surf of the Indian coast to be imitated by them for the heavy

surf found on many parts of the Brazilian coast.

The two photographs accompanying this memorandum show

clearly the identity of type ; one is from modern Ceylon and the

other from the beach at Maceio in Brazil.
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Reference to the dictionaries shows the same word existing in

both the Spanish and Portuguese languages. In Portuguese janga

means a small flat-bottomed river

boat, while jangada is defined as

a float or raft. The interesting

point is that the same word in

Portugal means a sort of Indian

measure, showing clearly the mi-

gration of the measure of capac-

ity of an Indian canoe into the

current language of the Portu-

guese. The same word jangada

is found in the Spanish diction-

'•^ftBlS>W- \ \ ary with the meaning of raft,

frame or float, while jangiia is

carried into the Spanish nomen-

clature for a small armed vessel,

flat - bottomed, suggesting the

raft.

K

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

The information which Mr.

Schofif gives us concerning the

jaiigala as being in use not only

in the Indian Ocean but also on

the coast of Brazil, is a straw

in the wind which teaches us a

lesson of far-reaching signifi-

cance. It proves that the pre-

^

historic interconnection among
the different peoples of the earth

has been greater than archeolo-

gists ever dared to assume. We
have ourselves repeatedly in-

sisted that the same inventions,

the development of the same

ideas and interpretations, could

very easily take place indepen-

dently in different parts of the

world, and we still insist that such parallel developments are pos-

sible
;
yea, as a matter of fact we do not doubt that now and then

they have occurred.
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We will mention here two instanees selected from the history

of science in modern times. There is no reason to doubt for instance

that Leibnitz and Newton invented the calculus independently and

almost at the same time (about 1674). As they heard from each

other, they improved their methods and they could do so the better

because they had both independently conceived the fundamental

idea.^

Of Laplace we know positively that \vhen he proposed his theory

of the origin of the solar system he was not familiar with Kant's

famous little book on the history of the starry heavens. The two

theories are very much alike, and have given rise to calling this

theory the Kant-Laplace theory, but if Laplace had known Kant's

little book he would have improved his own theory, for Kant's is

more correct and at the same time more general. The present ob-

jection to the Kant-Laplace theory really applies more to Laplace

than to Kant, and yet the similarity of the two theories is great

enough for their names to be thus coupled together and their under-

lying thought considered as fundamentally one and the same.

In selecting an instance from the field of literature, we may here

refer to the independent origin of the satires written by Whately

and Peres to prove that Napoleon had never existed. Peres's little

book appeared in 1827 under the title "The Grand Erratum" while

Richard Whately, the English archbishop, anticipated the French

author by eight years. His book on the same subject was published

in the year 1819, under the title Historic Doubts Relative to Napo-

leon Bonaparte, and the treatment is so different that actual plagiar-

ism on the part of Peres seems excluded.

Here in Mr. Schoff's little article we find the use of a very primi-

tive maritime craft on the most distant shores of the globe. The

idea of employing its simple construction must have traveled in an

easterly direction from India and the Malay Archipelago through

the South Sea Islands to South America and then crossed the con-

tinent to the coast of P>razil, the very end of the world to prehistoric

man, for we must know that the Atlantic separated the East and the

West while the Pacific did not, and we must grant that America

was invaded by stray immigrants from the South Sea islands and

also by way of the Atlantic.

The most important part of Mr. Schofi:'s information is the

^ For details as to the simultaneous development of the principles of the
infinitesimal calculus in England and on the Continent see the Encyclopedia
Britannica (gth ed.), XIII, p. 8.
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identity of the very name which estabhshes the historic connection

between these two pecuhar crafts. We must assume that there was

a greater exchange of thought among the prehistoric peoples than

we are incHned to acknowledge, though we may fairly well believe

that this exchange of thought was very slow. It must have come

about by adventurers or fugitives from one country to another, by

traders or travelers who gradually settled in a new home.

It stands to reason that the emigrants of a prehistoric age car-

ried with them their stock of knowledge and inventions, their re-

ligious convictions, their belief in ghosts and their ethical standards,

their notions of the calendar and also their habits and customs ; and

any of their ideas might easily take root in their new home. The

process of assimilation must have taken considerable time, but we
have no reason to deny the migration of the intellectual possessions

of primitive man from one place to another.

This conception, however, does not exclude that many ideas

were changed in their migration, or also that they came to a new
country in the shape of mere suggestions and were actually re-

invented by making the people acquainted with possibilities, or in-

forming them of something similar. We may for instance assume

that the Frenchman M. Peres may have caught the idea in a con-

versation, that if the historicity of Jesus is doubted we might as well

doubt Napoleon's existence, and this suggestion could have been

made without mentioning either Whately's name or the details of

his arguments. At any rate Peres took it up and developed it in

his own way, which has nothing of the ponderous and solemn Eng-

lish style of humor but bristles with terse French witticisms.

We are inclined to say that even the thoughts and inventions

which can be traced in their travel from place to place had to be re-

invented, and though the main idea may remain the same, the the-

ories transplanted must first be assimilated, and the thoughts must be

thought over again before they really take root in their new homes.

This is especially true of the Chinese inventions, the manufacture

of paper, of printing, of gunpowder, and of the south-pointing

needle (the mariner's compass), the principles of which were much
better understood and more highly developed in Europe than in

Eastern Asia.

The development of civilization in the main follows definite laws,

and no man can adopt the inventions, thoughts, or discoveries of^

other men unless he is prepared to receive them. So far as inven-

tions consist merely in using things furnished, such as rifles, the
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transference of an invention is easy : but so far as thout^ht must

be adapted to tbe mind of man, the thoui^ht must be thought over

again, and this will be possible only if the recipient is ready to

receive it, which means if his mind has passed through the indis-

pensable preparator}' states which furnish the basis of its compre-

hension.


